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This module is a bit different from the previous ones.

You won’t be using your cognitive powers much this time.

Instead, we’ll focus on the guided meditation and your creativity.

Who am I Really?

Listen to the guided meditation for this module. This

specific meditation is designed to help you connect to

your authentic self. 

STEP 1

STEP 2

Start this module by reading the information about the

authentic self and mind mapping in this pdf.

Welcome to Module 3!

QUESTION OF THE WEEK: WHO ARE YOU, REALLY?

Prepare for step 4 by getting out some sheets of paper, pens

or pencils in different colors etc.

Get creative! Draw a mind map with your Authentic Self as the

topic. Use the information you gathered during the meditation

to ‘branch it out’. If mind mapping really isn’t your thing, please

turn to your future. whatever creative outlet you do like: e.g.

drawing, making an inspiration board, writing a story or stream

of consciousness writing. The goal here is to put your

conscious, cognitive brain on hold and tap into your creativity

and your subconscious.

STEP 3

STEP 4

You will recognize your own path when you come upon it, because
you will suddenly have all the energy and imagination you will ever need.

~ Jerry Gillies



Who am I Really?

I know you feel that there’s more to you then you’re currently showing. I

know you know you’ve got more to offer. And you’re absolutely right. We

all have an authentic self: the natural instincts, desires, intellect, talent

and capabilities with which we are born. Each of us has a unique set of

desires and capabilities that, when nurtured, put you on the path to

realizing your true potential and purpose. But most –if not all- of us lose

track of this part of us somewhere along the line.

2.

Luckily, your authentic self never leaves you

and there’s always a way back. To become

the person whom you long to be, you need to

find that authentic self again and learn to live

in accordance to the power and beauty of

that authentic self. And even though this may

sound hard – and the process to reconnect to

your authentic self definitely requires courage

and some effort – it is absolutely 100% worth

every minute you spend on it.

the Authentic Self
WHAT IS IT, WHY DO WE SEEK IT, HOW DO WE FIND IT?

As young children, we are very much in touch with our authentic self: we

act in an instant on whatever feels right at the moment, basically just doing

the things we love and sometimes stumbling and having to pick ourselves

up. As we grow older, we learn to think twice, to analyze a situation.

We have some painful experiences that trigger us to protect ourselves,

sometimes very drastically by building a protective ‘wall’ between

ourselves and everyone else. 



Who am I Really?
We basically teach ourselves not to be who we really are. We form a surface
identity, you could say it's our ego. The reasons above have a lot to do with
this, but also, and not in the least, the fact that we are often so busy living our
lives, that we do not take time to be still for a minute and really listen to
ourselves.

3.

Most elements of our surface identity are labels, placing us in boxes or

categories relative to other people. We might identify ourselves by

gender, race, political views, occupation, religion, and so on. Many of

those labels are informative to others –and even to our selves in a way.

But none of them are who we are -- they are simply categories of relative

identification and the preferences of our egos. The more we identify with

these labels and our surface identity, the less we are in touch with our

authentic self. 

The more we look outside of

ourselves to create a sense of self,

the farther off track we go. But as I

said, there definitely is a way back.

And taking the first step onto that

road is the best thing you can ever

do for yourself. Living your life in

accordance with who you truly are

provides you with freedom, power

and creativity. It also gives you a

sense of security and certainty

nothing else can. It’s truly liberating

to build on your own authenticity,

instead of the image you’ve build

and that is so dependent of what

other people think.

What makes you perform better?
Tough talk or praise? Negative or positive
feedback? When asked this question, most
people will opt for the positive approach.
Now, think for a minute about a situation

where things aren’t going as planned. Maybe
you made a mistake, maybe you didn’t.
Imagine what you would say to yourself in
such a situation. Is it positive or negative?
Yeah, I thought so. Most of the time, we are
extremely hard on ourselves. We say pretty
horrible things. So. Going back to my initial
question: ‘What makes you perform better?’

You see where I’m going with this right? You
can make yourself perform better, if you
would be kinder to yourself. As a guideline:
when things go bad, talk to yourself as you
would talk to a good friend who’s in trouble,
instead of saying things you probably
wouldn’t even say to your worst enemy.

QUICK QUESTION



Who am I really?

4.

SO, LET’S GET BACK TO THE AUTHENTIC SELF.

THE BIG QUESTION NOW IS OF COURSE: WHERE TO START?

I believe there are 2 essential steps

in the journey of getting back to your authentic self.

First, it’s important to learn to listen to your intuition, your inner voice, the

voice of your authentic self or whatever you prefer to call it. Meditation,

being in silence, but also doing sports like yoga and running can help you

quite down your rational mind, the voice of your ego, to listen to this much

quieter voice.

As Brene ́Brown, the expert on vulnerability, says:

‘In my work, masks and armour are perfect metaphors for how we protect ourselves

from the discomfort of vulnerability.  Masks make us feel safer even when they

become suffocating. Armour makes us feel stronger even when we grow weary from

dragging the extra weight around.

The irony is that when we’re standing across from someone who is hidden or

shielded by masks and armour, we feel frustrated and disconnected.

That’s the paradox here:

Vulnerability is the last thing I want to see in me, but the first thing I look for in you.’

This is not the voice of personal opinions, judgments and preferences.
It comes from a deeper place than that, and with practice and time we
can learn to tell the difference between the voice of our ego and the
voice of our authentic self. When you learn how to do, your authentic

self can start guiding you in your daily decisions.

Second, I believe we have to return to being vulnerable, the way we were

before we learned how to effectively protect ourselves from being hurt,

diminished, and disappointed.



Who am I really?

5.

HOW TO CREATE A MIND MAP

{By ThinkBuzan, inventors of Mind Mapping}

In this module, our focus is on getting to know your authentic self. In the

next module we’ll work on the path you can take to live in accordance to

that self. For more on the power of vulnerability, please turn to the expert

herself, Brene ́Brown. Her books,TED Talks and website are very inspiring,

funny and helpful.

Starting your Mind Map

Decide on the topic of your Mind Map – this can be anything at all.

You just need a topic to form your central idea. Just for the fun of it:

google ‘beautiful mind maps’, you’ll be amazed. 

Take a sheet of plain paper and some coloured pens, and turn the

sheet so it’s in a landscape position.

In the centre of this page, draw an image that represents your topic

and (or) write down the central word.

By starting your Mind Map in the middle of the page, you have given

your thoughts the freedom to spread out and go in different

directions – this is the way you think naturally and it will increase

inspiration and creativity!

Branch out your Mind Map ideas

Now this is where Mind Mapping gets really interesting, as your Mind

Map stimulates your brain to create new ideas, each one connecting to

another thought – see how your ideas flow onto the page! 

https://www.ted.com/speakers/brene_brown
http://brenebrown.com/
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6.

Make thick, colourful branches spanning out from your Mind Map.

Make these curvy, as your brain will be more excited by these than

straight, monochrome lines.

Add your main ideas as you add branches to your Mind Map. Write

these Mind Map ideas in bold colorful capitals and add your ideas as

single keywords. By using only one word per branch, you multiply

the number of possibilities these thoughts can spark!

Get creative!

To get the most out of Mind Mapping, release your creativity! The more

imaginative your Mind Map is, the better, as you will engage all of your

senses. Try adding color wherever you can.

Your Mind Map should have coloured branches and keywords, which

stimulate your brain. Also add images and sketches related to your

Mind Map ideas, as this will strengthen your memory of your notes.
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7.

Draw smaller branches stemming from your Mind Map keywords.

These will be associated ideas.

There is no limit to the number of child branches you can make.

Make as many as will fit on your Mind Map page!

Your child branches will generate further ideas, and many more

levels of child branches. Continue this Mind Mapping process until

you have exhausted all of your ideas. ! You can return to your

finished Mind Map whenever you want, and you’re free to add more

ideas to it.

Make Mind Map connections

Use your Mind Map main ideas as inspiration to make associations and

connections:

More recourses on Mind Mapping

The inventor of Mind Mapping, Tony Buzan, created software to do

your Mind Maps on your computer.

You can try it out for free on his website.

Mr. Buzan explains the rules of Mind Mapping in this You Tube film.

This module has been about figuring out who your Authentic Self is.

More then in the previous modules, we stepped away from

cognitive knowledge and turned inside. This may have been

strange and new to you, but I hope it was worth the step outside

your comfort zone.

http://www.tonybuzan.com/
https://youtu.be/nMZCghZ1hB4
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8.

“Real isn’t how we are made”, said the Skin Horse. “It’s a thing that happens

to you. When a child loves you for a long, long time, not just to play with,

but really loves you, then you become Real”.

“Does it hurt?” asked the Rabbit.

“Sometimes,” said the Skin Horse, for he was always truthful. “When you

are Real, you don’t mind being hurt.”

“Does it happen all at once, like being wound up,” he asked, “or bit by bit?”

“It doesn’t happen all at once, “ said the Skin Horse. “You become. It takes a

long time. That’s why it doesn’t happen often to people who break easily,

or have sharp edges, or who have to be carefully kept. Generally, by the

time you are Real, most of your hair has been loved off, and your eyes drop

out, and you get loose in the joints and very shabby. But these things don’t

matter at all, because once you are Real, you can’t be ugly, except to

people who don’t understand.”

The Velveteen Rabbit, Margery Williams

Growing into Yourself is a process, and finding your authentic self is

a crucial step towards reaching that goal. It takes time and it’s really

not something you can just switch on or off. My experience is, that

it’s a ongoing process.

The person that explains best what it’s like, is not actually a person,

but the Skin Horse from the children’s book The Velveteen Rabbit

(as quoted by Brene ́Brown in Daring Greatly):

So here’s to you, for having the guts to go out & start growing into

yourself. And here’s to becoming Real and being ‘loved off’.


